imagineer’s insights

please find a selection of some of our favourite experiences that we have arranged or enjoyed at The Sarojin and its stunning surrounds.

your imagination is the limit for the grand or understated and it is our great pleasure to create a ‘dream come true’ experience personally tailored just for you.

the adventure and discovery team

our limits are only your imagination...
just an ultimate day

wake to a private breakfast lavishly set in your sala or garden terrace and be pampered by your personal waiter whilst sipping sparkling wine and enjoying a sumptuous feast. Upon finishing, your guide will greet you at your guest residence and escort you to your own private car with driver to whisk you away to ride atop an elephant through jungle and primary rainforests to a secluded waterfall in Khao Lak – Lam Ru National Park. A short drive on brings you to Takuapa river bank where our chef greets you in this private riverside setting to conduct a personalised Thai cooking class.

our limits are only your imagination...
once completed your waiter takes over - seating you waterside and serving you the mouth-watering cuisines of your labours, and perhaps a glass or two of wine or as you desire...

a pleat boat each sits at the riverbed to jet you along the takuapa river to meet with your driver and then as always a choice - either step onboard the stunning Lady Sarojin luxury boat where a sunset cruise awaits with cocktails and canapés served as the sun slips under the horizon line; or allow our pathways therapists to guide you to their relaxation haven where you can enjoy a herbal aroma, royal oriental massage or any massage of choice and a rose milk bath for 2 afterwards with a glass of sparkling wine in hand.

our limits are only your imagination...
the icing on the cake - The Sarojin beach, flames dance, stars glow and bare feet sink in the sand as you are guided to your own private BBQ dining setting on the beach. Your private chef awaits you to serve dishes demonstration style as per your wish, leaving you to relive your ultimate day. As the last of dessert is cleared, you are welcomed to celebrate your next ‘dream to come true’ by the lighting and flying of a Thai spirit balloon, which Thai tradition believes carries your wishes to the gods – the cherry on top of the ultimate day.

our limits are only your imagination...
simply irresistible!

a chocolate lovers dream!! – try one of chef Gogh’s chocolate soufflés from the dessert menu, paired with a luscious glass of dessert wine ...

It is quite simply irresistible!!

our limits are only your imagination...
shipwrecked - imagineer style

if you haven’t come to the conclusion already that we like a bit of luxury then this may just give it away as when thinking of getting shipwrecked on a sand bar in the andaman the only way we could image it is with your own private chef, butler and a glass in hand whilst lazing at sunset....hmmmm did we mention the set up....shipwrecked imagineer style indeed!

Lady Sarojin, our luxury boat, awaits at our beachfront to private charter you through the enchanting mangrove forest - captain has the knack of achieving the perfect

our limits are only your imagination...
champagne sipping speed in this most beautiful and tranquil of settings. dabble in a cocktail or two from the onboard bar and enjoy chef gogh’s home made canapés before you become shipwrecked.

sea bound out of the estuary Lady Sarojin arrives to the perfect, pristine sand isle where your butler welcomes you to the region’s front row seats for sunset. the isle is your playground for the evening and is set with areas for you to enjoy - cocktail seating at the point for sunset, a dining area overseen by your chef with his array of fresh foods cooked to your liking.....lastly laze with dessert in the coconut lounge.

our limits are only your imagination...
your island is alight with fireplace and candles and is the perfect place to be shipwrecked with the person you adore most.

don’t worry we promise not to really desert you as a traditional Thai longtail boat and Sarojin car will return you to the resort - shipwrecked in Sarojin style!

our limits are only your imagination...
seafood, champagne and a sunset

walk the beach or sea kayak the bay to pakarang cape where your personal waiter will greet you and escort you to your own front row seat on the cape for sunset.

a bottle of champagne of your choice and a selection of seafood – lobster, prawns, oysters, crab and more can be enjoyed as the sun fades and the firelights of your surrounds glow.

a car waits with a driver to return you to your Sarojin home.

our limits are only your imagination...
don’t just spa when you can
spaaaaaaaaa!

of all the decadent spa treatments - the faa
fait massage (four hand massage) by two
of the pathways therapists would have to be
the most indulgent and luxurious of all.

take it to the next level by arranging a
treatment in a secret location for you and
your partner or why not have lunch or
dinner afterwards in your own private
tranquil spa pavilion... and perhaps a
bottle of champagne or two??

spaaaaaa has never been sooooolllllllllllloooood!
jewels of the andaman

having had the great fortune to travel to many beautiful and exotic places, we feel so fortunate to have two world class marine scapes on our doorstep - the similan islands and phang nga bay.

the similan islands, sit as a selection of jewels in radiant blue water. they are one of the most beautiful groups of islands i have ever seen. beaches are laid with sugar white sands which blend into the turquoise waters. snorkeling and diving offer privileged glimpses into a vibrant and exotic sea world below.

our limits are only your imagination...
Phang Nga Bay is simply stunning with its unique and ancient sea and landscapes. Towering limestone islands jut dramatically out of the bay’s waters, their reflections mirrored in the glassy sea below. Amongst them all lies James Bond Island – and yes we offer vodka martini... shaken not stirred!

Personal canoe guides demonstrate the pure grace of acrobats to guide you against sheer limestone walls through challenging secret sea cave canoe journeys, allowing you insights into hidden lagoons and unspoilt natural environments...

Incredible sceneries, awe inspiring cruising backdrops, paradise for adventures and photographers alike.

Our limits are only your imagination...
marry the beauty of the similans or phang nga bay with the elegance of our luxury boat Lady Sarojin. allow her crew to woo you with an array of beverages and plethora of mouth-watering cruise cuisines and experience these two very special jewels of the andaman in true style.
pack a picnic and off you go...

some of our most memorable travels were found simply roaming around and exploring the local areas.

dchef gogh and his team love going off menu... so choose what you want and when and allow us to pack you a picnic for your adventure. your picnic pack can be brought in a backpack or basket to your guest residence or you are welcome to collect it in the lobby.

now to decide where to go...walk on the beach, bike ride to the waterfall, canoe to the cape, take our hobbie cat sailing boat out.... it really is an adventure of your choice.

our limits are only your imagination...
a million smiles

one of the things we like the most about working at The Sarojin is knowing that we financially give back to our local community. we have had the most wonderful fortune of being closely involved with the community of khao lak, including building school classrooms and supporting a local school and centre for disabled children.

The camillian centre is a local care centre for disabled youngsters and we proudly encourage anyone who so desires to visit this wonderfully established organization for what is an uplifting experience. our guides

our limits are only your imagination...
and drivers are delighted to take you and should you wish to collect any books, pens or food items, our driver will happily take you to a local market on the way.
ladies and gentlemen start your engines elephant!

deeply rooted in thai culture, elephant training has traditionally been a family heritage passed down through the generations.

unlike the elephant populations of india and africa, 95% of thailand’s elephants are domesticated working elephants and privately owned. the owner and master of an elephant is known as the elephants ‘mahout’.

be a ‘mahout’ for the day by visiting a local elephant camp, understand how to master the maneuvering of these majestic creatures and when it all gets too intense why not jump in the lake
with your elephant and take it for a swim. win your beast over with elephant bribery and corruption - bathing and the offerings of foods!

understand the special and often lifelong bond the ‘mahout’ has with their elephant and the sheer power these pachyderms can exert. even in this day and age they are well used in rural thailand and can sometimes be seen wandering the road sides with their ‘mahout’ in transit to their next working location....

our limits are only your imagination...
waterfall dining ...

stepping out of the chauffeured car into the cool evening air, allow yourself to be guided along a candlelit jungle path, the call of the waterfall ever closer, the jungle clears and a magnificent waterfall rises taking centre stage.... wonderland itself....hundreds of candles glow softly, romantically, encircling the natural theatre and creating the most magical of settings. the waterfall-every water drop dancing seemingly for you and only for you.

your private table awaits whenever you are ready, your personal chef creating dishes as you desire.

our limits are only your imagination...
sight...sound...smell...taste...

a wonderland such as this all to yourself
and then perhaps a dip in the cool, clear, night waters of the waterfall - filling the last of the senses...touch

our limits are only your imagination...